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Request for
Information or Quotation
Please return this sheet to receive more information and a formal quote.
Company name:
Person in charge:
E-mail address:
Telephone number:
Street:
City:

Postcode:

Country:
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C-LAUNCH

C-Launch:
Mission
Campaign

Description of your
payload, its applications,
and functionalities:

Volume (l/w/h) [mm]
Your payload is:

Commercial

Scientiﬁc

Conﬁdential

Your payload is… (check if yes)
sensitive to water immersion

requires a precise trajectory

sensitive to radio emission

requires precise positioning

conﬁdential/military application

sensitive to deceleration

requires speciﬁc orientation

requires external data logging

sensitive to high/low temperature

requires a speciﬁc orientation

requires power supply

Do you require a speciﬁc launch time of
the day or season of the year?

requires telemetry downlink
if yes please specify:

if yes please specify:

Earliest availability of your payload [month/year]:

Desired launch date (if different) [month/year]:

What would be your latest ﬂight date [month/year]:
Do you require ﬂoating time?

Starting from

What is your target altitude [km]:

(if yes how long [min]):

Please send this form to
COMEX Space Department, 36 bd de l’Océan, CS 80143 - 13275 MARSEILLE CEDEX 9, France
or to cxespace@comex.fr

Mr. Makthoum Peer
+33 4 91 29 75 27

Mr. Thibaud Gobert
+33 4 91 29 75 49

Mr. Peter Weiss
+33 4 91 29 75 36

COMEX (Compagnie Maritime d'Expertises)
specialised in engineering solutions for extreme
environments, maritime, and undersea operations, and Zero 2 Inﬁnity (Z2I), the only private
company in Europe specialised in enabling
access to Space with high altitude balloons, have
partnered to offer cooperative stratospheric
balloon launches.
You can now launch scientiﬁc or commercial
payloads to the stratosphere for a reduced cost.
The combination of several payloads into one
single ﬂight offers the possibility to reduce the
price to a level that can be easily accessible by
various organisations and companies.
The payloads are launched by the Z2I team
off-shore Marseilles, in the Mediterranean, from
COMEX' launch vessel "JANUS II" to an altitude
of between 20 and 40 km. The payload is recovered in the sea by our teams after its descend
with a parachute.

Weight [kg]
Educational
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8,900€/kg
per flight
excluding VAT*
* Terms and conditions apply

Applications

Earth
and ocean
observation.

Tracking
of maritime
trafﬁc, pollution,
marine life.

Astronomic
observations.

Atmospheric
and radiation
measurements.

Art,
marketing,
communication,
and education.

Wind
(direction & speed)

=

Wessel
(direction & speed)

Instruments,
nanosatellite,
or material tests
in Near Space.

Parachute
testing, EDL
system testing,
microgravity.

Why Launch
from the Sea?
The concept of launching high altitude
balloons from the sea has several advantages compared to launches from land:

• Using a ship-based platform allows to

better cope with weather. A vessel
dynamically adapts to the low altitude
winds so that the balloon can be released
with security (zero relative wind). Launch
windows are therefore increased, which
also decreases mission cost.

Mission Profile
JANUS II and last checks will be performed. The balloon will be launched from
JANUS II ﬂight deck and will ﬂy for
around 2h to the stratosphere. After
mission termination, the payload will
return to the Earth by parachute and
land in the sea. The system will be
recovered by our teams with the help of
a tracking system.

https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=jKeuunqReHk

Optional:

• Hypobaric tests in pressure chamber
• Speciﬁc data transmission, storage, or
•

power requirement
Photographer or drone on board

• Land launches require a runway and a

towing vehicle or similar infrastructure
to hold the balloon down during
inﬂation. In C-Launch, the JANUS II
covers both functionalities. It also acts
as the local command centre, the
recovery vehicle, and hosts the
COMEX and Z2I ﬂight specialists
during the mission.

• Sea launches decrease administrative
restrictions and the areas to avoid:
highways, populated areas, or military
terrain.

• Sensitive or conﬁdential payloads are
better protected at sea than on land.
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COMEX’ JANUS II is a dynamically positioned oceanographic research vessel that
serves as launch platform for C-Launch.
The ship has enough space to host a crew
of 18 for several days. JANUS II also acts
as the control centre for tracking the
balloon and as the recovery ship. The
vessel includes work areas, a meeting
room, and sleeping cabins.
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The Mobile
Launch Pad:
R/V JANUS II

S p ace

C-Launch is an overall mission proposal
and includes pre-tests at dedicated
facilities. Our team will support payload
development in order to be integrated in
the C-Launch ﬂight platform.
One month before the mission,
splash-tests, and immersion tests will be
done to assure that the system can
survive the return to Earth. 6h before the
launch, all mission teams will embark on

Watch
the video
from the ﬁrst
Sea Launch:
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Z2I: Team
of Space
Experts
Zero 2 Inﬁnity has a track record of more
than 30 launches of different payload
sizes, from a few kilos to half a ton. The
payloads have different purposes:
educational, marketing, satellite testing,
component qualiﬁcation, drop-tests, and
scientiﬁc and research activities.
Z2I has nine years of experience
performing ground and sea ﬂight
campaigns. Discover more about Z2I at
www.zero2inﬁnity.space.

